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Part 1: Aims and objectives 

1. Introduction 

2. Research themes 

3. Sources of help and assistance 

4. How to research Tooting Common 

 

Introduction: What is ‘The Common Story’? 

‘The Common Story’ is a part of the HLF-funded Tooting Common Heritage Project. 

The project aims to provide evidence-based historical research about Tooting Bec 

Common and Tooting Graveney Common, which today comprise ‘Tooting Common’. 

This research will be used to improve popular understanding and interpretation of 

Tooting Common, inform future management plans, and ensure that its history and 

heritage is conserved and enhanced. To this end, ‘The Common Story’ brings 

together local community groups, individual residents, archivists, council employees, 

and professional historians, to research and uncover the hidden history of the 

Common and to share their findings with the wider community. Particular attention is 

given to influential people with connections to the Common, and major events such 

as World War I and II. The project combines both archival and on-site research and, 

in the process, it offers opportunities for research training and volunteering and the 

chance to contribute directly to the interpretation, protection and improvement of this 

historically-significant public space. Free advice, guidance, and research training is 

provided by the project team, project consultant, and archivists. 
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The aims and outputs of the project include:  

 A historical research project which will provide evidence and a true   

understanding of the history of Tooting Common, incorporating the two main 

research strands: ‘Landscapes of the Common’ and ‘People of the Common’. 

   

 Empowerment of local volunteers and communities to discover more about 

their local history and gain new skills. 

  

 An updated map of places of historical and landscape interest.  

 

 A timeline of major events in the history of the common. 

  

 A small exhibition or sequence of exhibition ‘events’, including online material. 

 

 Peer-review articles and chapters published by the project’s historical 

consultant, Dr Katy Layton-Jones. 

 

 An improved and enriched archive of material pertaining to Tooting Common. 

 

The reports and other outputs of the project will be published on the project website 

at: 

http://www.wandsworth.gov.uk/info/200073/parks_and_open_spaces/1903/tooting_c

ommon_heritage_project/2 

In order to achieve these ambitious aims, The Common Story project asks some key 

questions about the Common and its history. To this end, a number of research 

themes have been identified. Although not exhaustive, this list provides a useful 

starting point for prioritising and organising your research. 

Research themes 

There are two main research strands around which the programme of research is 

organised: ‘Landscapes of the Common’ and ‘People of the Common’. These are to 

be interpreted broadly and efforts will be made to accommodate any relevant area of 

research that a volunteer wishes to undertake. A number of sub-themes have been 

identified as being of particular interest, but this list is not exhaustive. 

 

http://www.wandsworth.gov.uk/info/200073/parks_and_open_spaces/1903/tooting_common_heritage_project/2
http://www.wandsworth.gov.uk/info/200073/parks_and_open_spaces/1903/tooting_common_heritage_project/2
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Landscapes of the common 

 Historical biodiversity and tree avenues 

 Paths and roads  

 Water features - rivers, streams and lakes 

 Horse track and paddock 

 History of sports pitches – e.g. Cricket ground 

 Woodfield Pavilion (undertaken by the Woodfield Project team) 

 Tooting Bec Lido (undertaken by South London Swimming Club) 

 Keepers Lodge 

 Tea House 

 Streatham Park and Thrale House (Hall) 

 Furzedown House 

 The Priory 

 Bedford hill house 

 Hyde farm 

 Tile kiln 

 Streatham Parish Workhouse 

 Lodge and Gate 

 Local industries over the ages 

 Railway and railway bridges 

 

People of the common 

 Oral histories 

 Dr Johnson and his Tree 

 Reverend Anderson (undertaken by the South London Swimming Club) 

 Duke of Bedford’s ownership of the common 

 Enclosure 

 Thomas Hardy 

 Common Rights and uses of the Common 

 The World Wars 

 Air raid shelters 

 Barrage balloon 

 Gun sites 

 Bomb sites 

 Prisoner of War Camp, Lager 125. 

 Allotments 

 Prefabs 
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We hope that these research themes will prompt you to develop your own interests 

and uncover new stories hidden in the Common. Oral histories, images and archival 

research are all welcome for inclusion in The Common Story knowledge bank. Do 

remember to contact the team before embarking on your research, in order to avoid 

duplication and to enable us to put you in touch with other people working in that 

area. 

  

Comic cartoon postcard (c.1920). John Brown Collection. 

Ways of Working 

Historians and researchers adopt myriad strategies and techniques in their work. 

Professional historians refer to this as ‘methodology’, but it simply refers to the way 

you go about your research. Sometimes a methodology is dictated by the questions 

you’re asking, while in other cases, there is a lot of flexibility and it comes down to 

personal preference. It is worth giving thought to the ways in which you like to work 

at the same time as you’re thinking about the area of research on which you would 

like to focus. Working in an archive can be quite a solitary pursuit, so consider if this 

would suit you. If not, there are other ways of contributing to the project, such as 

collecting oral testimonies or documenting the Common in photographs. Even if you 
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do engage in archival research, there are opportunities to join forces with other 

researchers, work collaboratively, and share findings.  

 

Possible ways of working include: 

 Individual archival research. This can be an exciting process and puts you in 

the driving seat of your own research. However, some people do find it 

isolating and it can require some basic archival training. We can provide initial 

training sessions and guidance. 

 Working collaboratively within a small group to develop larger archival 

research projects. These groups may comprise members of a pre-existing 

local society, such as the Friends of Tooting Common, Streatham Society, 

and Tooting History Group. Alternatively, we can put you in touch with other 

people interested in similar research themes. 

 Working in pairs or small groups to identify and record oral histories from local 

residents. We can bring together people interested in this work and provide 

some basic methodological training. 

 Building the archive by contributing your own recollections, photographs, and 

knowledge. This is the most flexible way of making a contribution and does 

not require any training.      

 

It is worth considering how you will submit your findings (see Part 4: Submitting and 

Disseminating Findings). The most efficient means of submitting findings is in an 

electronic format, such as a word document or digital photograph. This is worth 

considering before you begin, as it might save you time to work directly onto a 

computer rather than transcribing your notes later. This also reduces the opportunity 

for error. However, you may prefer to take notes in pencil. We are happy to provide 

guidance as to the best techniques to adopt for your particular research. 

Beyond the practicalities of how you like to work, there are various approaches to 

evidence that you can choose to take. These can make a significant impact on the 

direction and outcome of your research. Most broadly, you can choose to evaluate 

evidence QUALITATIVELY or QUANTITATIVELY. This is a technical distinction, but 

in reality it is just a very board way of categorising different approaches to material. 

https://www.google.co.uk/search?biw=1366&bih=610&q=QUALITATIVELY&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0CBoQvwUoAGoVChMI2tGk45_exwIVRnEUCh1PXg9k
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Qualitative analysis privileges the qualities that define a period or a location. In this 

sense, qualitative questions tend to focus on the ‘how’, ‘why’, ‘who’ of history. For 

example, we might consider what the environmental impact of enclosure was on the 

two commons, or how people from different social, economic or ethnic groups have 

used the Common over time. Qualitative analysis provides lots of opportunities to 

revise history and to reconsider existing myths and stories from new perspectives. 

Quantitative analysis might also be used to evaluate environmental, social and 

economic change. However, in this instance the focus primarily on quantifiable 

factors; put simply ‘how much’ and ‘how many’. For example, we might track the 

diminishing physical extent of the Common, the economic value of products derived 

from the Common, or even something as straightforward as the population of the 

surrounding area. Quantitative analysis can be just as revealing as qualitative 

analysis and the two should be used together wherever possible to ensure that your 

findings are robust and well evidenced. 

You can contribute as much or as little to the project as you feel you would like to. 

There is no long-term commitment required and you can stop at any time. 

 

 

Schedule 

Project start – September 2016 

Volunteer led research November 2016 – November 2017 

Integration of findings into report November 2017 – April 2018 

Final Symposium Day – May 2018 
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Sources of help and assistance 

Over the lifetime of the project the project team will be on hand to guide you and 

provide as much assistance as is possible to enable you to develop your research 

and disseminate your findings. This toolkit is designed to provide you with all the 

information you need to identify, plan, and conduct your research, but additional 

resources are available and you are encouraged to make use of anything that may 

assist you in your work. Introductory training in archive use is available, as well as 

workshops targeted at specific historical themes and research challenges. However, 

this is your research, and you are encouraged to pursue your own interests and 

subjects. We are here to support rather than to prescribe your research and we hope 

and expect that you will uncover new sources and ‘Common Stories’. You will 

probably encounter sources with which you’re unfamiliar and would like some advice 

about how to use them effectively. You may also want to contribute to the website, 

publications, seminars, workshops, and exhibition, and we can guide you at every 

stage. 

Expenses 

Historical research remains a relatively inexpensive activity. The most significant 

expenses are incurred for travel and reprographic costs. Most of the relevant 

archives for Tooting Common are based in Greater London. However, there are a 

few that are feather afield. You may also find that obtaining copies of images, maps, 

and other primary sources incur costs. There are limited funds available for this 

purpose, but please contact the team in advance as we cannot guarantee to 

reimburse costs without prior agreement.  

How to contact us: 
Please contact us by emailing TCHP@wandsworth.gov.uk. If you have a question 

that is specifically historical or methodological, you can speak to the project’s 

historical consultant, Dr. Katy Layton-Jones, at any one of the scheduled training 

days. 

mailto:TCHP@wandsworth.gov.uk
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If you would like to write to us, the postal address is: Tooting Common Heritage 

Project, Parks Development, Battersea Park, London, SW11 4NJ.                    

You can also follow the project on Twitter: @TootingCHP 

 

How to research Tooting Commons 

Embarking on historical research is exciting, but it can be challenging to identify a 

clear route of enquiry. Questions and new directions often present themselves 

throughout a project and you may find yourself changing direction a number of times. 

Nevertheless, having a few questions at the start can help to prevent too many false 

starts and enable you to make the most of your time in the archive. The Common 

Story is particularly interested in people and places and how the two have 

intersected and affected each other over the lifetime of the Common. To this end, we 

have identified the research themes listed above as well as some broad historical 

questions that we would like you to consider when planning your research. These 

can serve to shape both archival research and any oral history interviews or onsite 

research and you should feel free to use them at any point in your research. 

Key research questions: 

1. How has use of Tooting Common changed over time? 

This may seem a very straightforward and simple question, but it offers many 

routes of enquiry. You may want to explore which common rights applied to 

Tooting Common (see Part 2), whether the same rights applied to Tooting 

Graveney Common and Tooting Bec Common, and how and when these rights 

changed. However, you might also want to focus on a particular type of land use, 

some of which may have been temporary, such as wartime allotments. The scale 

of your question might be large or more focused; you might examine a five year 

period or take an overview of 500 years. The approach you adopt will depend on 

the subjects that interest you and, crucially, the availability primary source 

material to answer the question.  

In some instances, evidence of past uses of the Common may be apparent in the 

landscape, such as ponds formed by former quarrying activity, or avenues of 
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trees that formerly served as more prominent thoroughfares. In other instances, 

you will need to rely entirely on the archival record. Both approaches are valid. 

 

 

Different uses of Tooting Common and the lands immediately adjacent include:  

 historical common rights (see part 2) 

 ‘active’ and ‘passive’ recreation (including sport) 

 education 

 public and private social events 

 industrial process and manufacturing 

 transport and infrastructure 

 social care 

 domestic residences  

 civil defence 

 commercial enterprise 

 

2. Who has used the Common and how? 

Tooting Common enjoy historical connections with some notable figures; most 

famously, Samuel Johnson, after whom Dr Johnson Avenue is named. Also, 

Thomas Hardy spent time in the area and was influenced by the landscape of the 

Common. Recognising such famous connections is crucial to understanding the 

historical and contemporary significance of the Common. However, it is equally, if 

not more important, that we improve our knowledge of the wider majority of 

Common users, both those with Common rights and, more recently, general 

users and residents. It is these people who have shaped the form and function of 

the Tooting Common, and the peculiar status of common land as a symbol of 

egalitarianism makes an appreciation of their role particularly important. The 

histories of these people can be harder to identify as the evidence base is 

embedded across a wide range of archives and materials. Nevertheless, it is 

possible to uncover a rich and diverse pattern of use and the results can be 

extremely rewarding. In addition to those who ‘used’ the Common directly, there 
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have been a range of individuals and official bodies who have benefitted from the 

Common indirectly or financially. Understanding their engagement with the 

Commons is essential to appreciating the power systems that operated through 

these landscapes. When researching the people who have used the Common, 

there are a number of different groups you might want to consider: 

 Lords of the Manor. There have been numerous Lords of the Manor at 

Tooting Bec and Tooting Graveney. Manorial rights could be sold as well as 

inherited. 

 Parish Council. Parish Councils and ‘vestries’ often had considerable control 

over commons and their behaviour was not always exemplary. 

 Commoners (those holding common rights). By the late nineteenth century, 

there were no surviving common rights at Tooting Common. However, during 

earlier periods common rights were exercised (see Part 2). 

 Commons Committees. These can be traced to the nineteenth century, but 

took a lead role after the introduction of the Commons Registration Act of 

1965. 

 Visitors –both famous figures and general tourists. During the nineteenth 

century, the Commons became a place of day resort for many Londoners. 

 Local residents. The demographics of this group have changed over time and 

continue to change. You may wish to include in this group, ‘non-traditional’ 

residents, such as inmates of the workhouse or the prisoner of war camp. 

Some addresses no longer exist, such as those of the prefabs erected in 

response to the Second World War. Keep in mind these transient populations, 

as they too have shaped the Commons. 

 Campaigners and conservators. Organisations such as the Commons 

Preservation Society (founded 1865) made a significant contribution in the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries towards the protection of 

England’s Commons. The actions of individuals and groups reward 

investigation.   

 

3. How have Tooting Common changed physically and architecturally over 

time? 

It is a common misconception that common land is ‘virgin territory’, unaffected by 

industrial processes and any other form of human intervention. In reality, 
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common land has served many functions and Tooting Common is no different. 

Each use has had an impact on the topography of the land, internal and external 

infrastructure, and architecture within and on the periphery of the Commons.  

Today, there is considerable physical evidence of these human interventions, in 

the form of avenues, walks, railway lines, depressions in the land, a tea room, 

villas on the periphery, and roads, which enables the historian to use the 

landscape as an historical document. These in themselves, present the historian 

with a valuable evidence base. Maps, photographs (aerial and landscape), plans, 

and planning records provide valuable records of lost features as well as the 

opportunity for comparative study. One of the most important contributions that 

we can make to improving future understanding of the Commons is to enhance 

and enrich the archive. To this end, you might want to consider contributing 

contemporary photographs to the project in order to ensure that future 

generations have a better understanding of the condition and use of the 

Commons today. 

 

A note on Wikipedia and online sources: 

Today, Wikipedia and other online resources provide a great starting point for many 

researchers. However, they can only ever be a starting point. As Wikipedia is crowd-

sourced and so it is not a reliable, evidenced resource. Any information you find on 

there must be checked. It’s also important to remember that the internet is easily 

accessible to most people and so by quoting from sources such as Wikipedia, or by 

relying on the internet for all your research, you are not really contributing to 

historical enquiry. A short piece of research based on archive sources will ultimately 

make a greater contribution than a long, broad piece based solely on internet 

research. 
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Part 2:  Commons and their Histories 

1. A Short Introduction to Common Land 

2. A Timeline of Tooting Common 

3. Secondary Reading 

4. Key archives and collections 

5. Glossary of terms 

 

A Short Introduction to Common Land 

‘the Commons and waste lands is the common peoples, and that in equity you 

ought to let them quietly enjoy them, as the elder brothers quietly enjoy their 

inclosures’. Gerrard Winstanley, John Barker and Thomas Star (1649). 

‘The more that fields and woods are closed, the more does every atom of 

Common land, everywhere, all over England, become of importance to the 

people of every class, except that which owns its own parks and woods’. 

Octavia Hill (1877). 

Commons are ‘resources for which exclusion is difficult’ (Bonnie McCay and 

James Acheson, 1987). 
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The history of Common land in England is the history of social, economic, and 

political democracy. During the age of feudalism, commons represented a significant 

concession to the labouring community, in the early modern period they became a 

symbol of revolt against monarchy, and by the nineteenth century had come to 

represent resistance against urban sprawl and the more socially destructive 

elements of capitalism. Yet, contrary to popular belief, Commons were never ‘public’, 

nor did they lack an owner. The term does not apply to a specific type of landscape 

as defined by size, geology, or flora. Rather, commons are lands for which particular 

individuals and groups enjoy (or have in the past enjoyed) specific rights of use. 

These rights were usually attached to specific dwelling houses of fields, meaning 

that they remained in the community, even if the tenant of the house or land 

changed. This right was known as ‘appendant’. In other, rarer, instances, common 

rights were treated as private property and could be sold or passed on within a 

family. Such rights were known as rights ‘in gross’. Many commons, including 

Tooting Common, are no longer subject to these historic rights. Nevertheless, in the 

past their common status ensured their escape from development and consequently 

common rights continue to inform their ecology, use, and value. Not all rights were 

applicable to each common and the type of rights enjoyed by commoners was 

dictated by factors such as the quality of the soil and regional agricultural markets. 

Most of the common land that survives was poor quality in agricultural terms, hence 

the name ‘common waste’. Its unsuitability for arable farming made it less profitable 

for the Lord of the Manor and so more likely to be identified as suitable land for use 

by commoners. There were, and in many locations there remain, six rights of 

common. 

The six main common rights are: 

1. Pasture – The right to graze livestock on the common land. This may refer to 

cattle, but may also extend to sheep, goats, and even geese. 

2. Pannage – The right to allow your pigs to graze for acorns on the common 

land. 

3. Estovers – The right to take ‘underwood’, that is small branches, bracken, 

furze etc. for fuel or for repairing buildings or fences or for providing litter for 

animals.  

4. Turbary – The right to cut turf or peat. 
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5. Piscary – The right to fish in lakes, ponds, or streams. 

6. Common in the soil – The right to dig sand, gravel, stone or minerals from the 

common. 

There is also an additional, rarer common right, which was the right to take wild 

animals from the common land (ferae naturae). This is associated more frequently 

with forests and moorlands than with terrain such as that found on Tooting Common. 

Notwithstanding the clear historical legal status of common land, their use has 

changed over time. Today, urban commons are likely to have been enclosed and all 

common rights terminated.  Nevertheless, their symbolism as landscapes for the 

common good has survived and even intensified. As Paul Clayden observes, 

‘commons may be said to belong to the people, for…no doubt they have always 

used commons, like village greens, for their festivals and holiday activities, a use 

which has gradually extended to the wider public and is today of considerable 

importance’ (Clayden, 1985, p. 1). A large portion of common land in Britain today is 

still rural and comprises moorlands, marshes, and mountainous terrain. However, 

there are also numerous urban commons, particularly around London, where historic 

villages have now been swallowed up by the metropolis.  

Medieval                                    
‘The patterns of land distribution and ownership reflect the actual power 

structures; and the saying “whoever owns the land wields the power” hold true 

for entire historical epochs’ (Jacoby, 1971, p. 19). 

Commons present some of the oldest landscapes in Greater London. In many cases, 

little has changed in their essential topography since the medieval period (Lambert 

and Williams, 2005, p. 4). In 1235 the Statutes of Merton conveyed rights of 

ownership of a common to the Lord of the Manor, subject to commoners’ rights. This 

process was extended by the Statutes of Westminster II in 1285. The Lord of the 

Manor was essentially the landowners and so may have been an individual, but 

equally may have been the church or even an Oxbridge College. Notwithstanding the 

dictates of Parliament, many Lords of the Manor neglected or sought to evade their 

obligations in respect to common rights. As Chubb notes in one of the earliest 

historical studies of London’s Commons, ‘The fight for commons is the story of the 

struggle of lords of manors to ignore these rights, or to evade by Parliamentary 

authority the consequence of their existence’ (Chubb, 1916, p. 187). The feudal 
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system was certainly unjust and privileged the wealthy and within the medieval 

manor, there were often a great many poor farmers and labourers who depended 

upon the common to supplement their meagre diet or to help them to heat their 

homes during the winter. Without common rights and their enforcement, many 

poorer households would not have survived harsh winters or years of lean harvests. 

Early Modern           

The Early Modern period was a crucial time in the perceived importance and political 

symbolism of common land. During the English Civil War (1642-1651) followers of 

Oliver Cromwell’s New Model Army sought to unseat the King whom they believed 

abused his power and represented the ‘Norman yoke’ that oppressed the labouring 

poor. Land was a powerful symbol of nationhood and the right of all men to farm 

common land became a tenet of their cause. During the Interregnum (1649-1659), 

Cromwell and his parliament became the focus of their complaint as the rights they 

had anticipated upon the removal of the King were not delivered. Gerrard Winstanley 

became the leader of a group referred to as ‘The Diggers’ after their belief in the 

rights of men to dig the soil. They were also known as the ‘True Levellers’. The 

diggers occupied and farmed common lands, leading many of them to be arrested 

and incarcerated by Lords of the Manor (Winstanley, et al., 1649a and 1649b) 

Although their demands for all land to be made available for common farming were 

never met, they became a symbol of the principles of common land and the poor 

people’s right to access land and influenced many Communist and Socialist writers 

and thinkers of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. As Short and Winter note, 

‘Common land represents a form of land occupancy that is, at the same time, both 

traditional and avant-garde’ (Short and Winter, 1999, p. 615). 

Modern                

In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the impact of the Industrial and 

Agrarian revolutions was felt in commons across England. The earliest Inclosure Act 

was passed in 1604, but the pace of enclosure increased over the following two 

centuries. The growth of towns and the rise in land values intensified pressure to 

enclose fields that had been open farms or common lands and the General Inclosure 

Act of 1845 allowed for the appointment of Inclosure Commissioners who had the 

power to could enclose land without submitting a request to Parliament. The 1845 

Act was advocated as a way of modernising the process of enclosure and improving 
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the nation’s agricultural competitiveness with America. However, of the 320,000 

acres enclosed between 1845 and 1869 only 2,000 were allocated to labourers and 

cottagers (Fairlie, 2009). In addition to enclosure, during the nineteenth century, a 

large number of urban commons were subdivided as landowners sold off parcels of 

land for development. This occurred at Tooting, particularly with the arrival of the 

West End and Crystal Palace line and Croydon and Balham line of the London, 

Brighton & South Coast Railway in 1855 and 1860 respectively. The loss of land to 

development prompted a backlash among early campaigners for London’s green 

spaces, including Octavia Hill, John Stuart Mill, and the Liberal MP George Lefevre 

(later Lord Eversley). In 1865 a Select Committee inquiry examined the subject of 

Commons and made recommendations to Parliament. In 1866, the Metropolitan 

Commons Act made some provision to protect and recognise commons, including 

prohibiting the erection of any building on a London common without the permission 

of the Secretary of State. Unlike public parks and formal gardens, emphasis was 

increasingly placed on protecting the wild and natural landscapes of commons as 

antidotes to the dense and prescribed townscape that increasingly surrounded them. 

Yet, notwithstanding these provisions, the condition and extent of commons 

continued to be eroded during much of the twentieth century. During the early 

decades of the twentieth century, many commons acquired new and unanticipated 

functions, as the First and Second World Wars placed demands on all of the 

country’s green spaces (Bowden, 2009, pp. 44-52). Allotments were dug on 

previously-unfarmed soil, although contemporaries noted that being ‘waste’, much of 

it was wholly unsuitable for the purpose (Chubb, 1916, p. 198). The exploitation of 

common land was particularly intensive during the Second World War, when anti-

aircraft guns, barrage balloons, search lights, and even prefabs were installed within 

their boundaries. Although potentially destructive, these novel uses now provide 

historians with an array of oral testimonies and dramatic narratives. 

Contemporary                    

The Commons Registration Act of 1965 enabled, but also required, all commons to 

be registered centrally. However, this has not always resulted in commons 

benefitting from an improved level of interpretation or of funding.  A recent study of 

London’s commons, heaths and village greens revealed that over 40% of surviving 

landscapes have suffered from unplanned tree and scrub growth in the last fifty 

years; nearly 70% have lost margins to highways, 47% have been subject to the 
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construction of new leisure facilities, and nearly 60% have had car parks constructed 

within their parameters (Lambert and Williams, 2005, p. 19). The battle to protect the 

extent and distinctive character of our commons continues.  

 

A Select Timeline for Tooting Common 

c.1070  - De Gravenelle family given the lands which were to become Tooting Graveney 
Common. 

1086  - Manor of Tooting Graveney mentioned in the Doomsday Book as being held by the 
Abbot of Chertsey. 

 - Manor of Tooting Bec held by the Norman Abbey of Str. Mary de Bec. 

1255 - Assize Rolls referred to the manors of ‘Toting de Bek’ and ‘Toting Grauel’. 

1285  - Bartholomew de Costello and his heirs granted ‘free warren’ in Tooting. 

1414  - Dissolution of alien Monasteries - Manor of Tooting Bec is vested in the Crown. 
Land is gifted to John Plantagenet, Duke of Bedford. 

c.1522  - Dissolution of the Monastery of Chertsey and Priory of Tooting Bec. 

1553  - John Dudley, Earl of Warwick, purchases the Manor of Tooting Bec. 

1569 - One fifth of the combined commons of Tooting Bec and Tooting Graveney are 
enclosed by Robert Lenesey. 

1595-6 - Henry Maynard (secretary to Lord Burghley, the Lord High Treasurer) purchases the 
Manor of Tooting Graveney. 

1600  - Queen Elizabeth I’s reputed visit to Henry Maynard. 
 

- ‘The Avenue’ believed to have been planted with oak trees to commemorate a visit 
to Tooting by Queen Elizabeth I.  

 
1603  - Manor of Tooting Bec purchased by Sir Giles Howland. 
 
1605    - Parishioners forbidden from cutting any more furze from the Tooting Commons. 
 
1652   - Sir John Manyard acquires the Manor of Tooting Graveney. 
 
1682    - Sir Paul Whitchcote purchases the Manor of Tooting Graveney. 

1688 - Daniel Defoe is alleged to have founded a Nonconformist Church in Tooting. 

1730s - Ralph Thrale, owner the Anchor brewery in Southwark, builds Thrale Hall. 

1750s-70s  - Thrale Hall is inherited by Henry Thrale and Samuel Johnson and Joshua Reynolds 
makes many visits to the house. 

1756.  - Cowy’s farm of the Duke of Bedford’s estate is leased to the Charrington family and 
is thereafter referred to as ‘Charrington’s’. 

1781  - Mr. Thrale of Thrale Hall dies (Samuel Johnson is an executor of his will). 

1782  - Last recorded visit of Samuel Johnson to Tooting. 
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1788 - The Vestry Committee of the Parish of Streatham meet to discuss the erection of a 

Workhouse on Tooting Bec Common. 

1789 - Plans commissioned for the new Streatham Workhouse, Tooting Bec Common. 

1790 - Streatham Poor Relief Act enabling the construction of the Streatham Workhouse  

1791  - Streatham Workhouse opens. 

1794 - Tooting Bec Common is the site of a riot against the Duke of Bedford’s enclosure of 
part of the land. 

1802  - The Duke of Bedford sells Charrington’s to Thomas Graham, a Merchant from 
London. 

1802-15 - Thomas Graham sells Charrington’s to Richard Borradaile who builds Bedford Hill 
House on the land. 

1822   - Thrale Hall is inherited by Lady Keith (Henry Thrale’s daughter) 

1825   - Michael Shepley acquires Thrale Hall. 

1826   - Thrale Hall is sold to Leonard Phillips for £10,100. 

1835  - Sir William Cubitt purchases Bedford Hill House.  

1836  - Streatham Workhouse closes. 

1840  - Bedford Hill Estate, including Streatham workhouse and Bedford Hill House put up 
for auction. 

1845   - General Inclosure Act. 

  - 10,000 turfs cut from the Common for the Oval Cricket Ground, Kennington. 

1855  - West End and Crystal Palace line of the London, Brighton & South Coast Railway 
cuts through Tooting Bec Common. 

1859  - Manor of Tooting Graveney put up for sale by public auction. Purchased in 1861 by 
Mr. W.S. Thompson who attempts to enclose and develop them. 

1860  - Croydon and Balham line of the London, Brighton & South Coast Railway cuts 
through Tooting Bec Common. 

1862 - Conveyancing of Manor of Tooting Graveney to Mr. W.S. Thompson completed. 

1862-1867 - Furzedown Lodge constructed.  
 
1863  - Thrale House and its contents are put up for sale. 

- Thrale Hall is demolished. 

- Inclosure Commissioner holds a meeting to consider the case of Mr. W.S. 
Thompson’s attempt to enclose Tooting Graveney Common. 

1865  - Parliamentary Select Committee on Forests, Commons, and Open Spaces held ‘to 
inquire into the best means of preserving of the public use the Forests, Commons, 
and Open Spaces in and around the Metropolis’. 

 - 25 acres of Tooting Graveney Common are enclosed by Mr. W.S. Thompson. 

- Falcon Brook is redirected and covered up by the Metropolitan Board of Works. 

1866   - Metropolitan Commons Act explicitly protects any remaining metropolitan commons. 
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1868  - Local residents break down the fences surrounding Mr. W.S. Thompson’s enclosed 

land. Legal proceedings commence against Mr. Thompson. 

1870  - Injunction passed against Mr. W.S. Thompson by Mr. Betts preventing the former 
from interfering with common rights of inhabitants. 

1871  - Mr. W.S. Thompson loses his appeal. 

1872  - The leasehold on the new house on site of Thrale Hall is put up for auction.  

1873  - Metropolitan Board of Works purchase the manorial rights to Tooting Bec Common 
from Robert Hudson. 

-  Metropolitan Board of Works appoint William Covington as the first Common 
Keeper of Tooting Bec Common. 

1875  - Metropolitan Board of Works purchase the manorial rights to Tooting Graveney 
Common from Mr. W.S. Thompson.  

1876  - Infamous Charles Bravo murder at Bedford Hill Priory on the edge of the Common.  

1878 - Thomas Hardy and his wife take a house on the corner of Trinity Road. 

1879  - Keeper’s Lodge was constructed.  
 
1880s    - The Horse Chestnut Avenue was planted.  

1880-1  - Troops camped at Tooting Common before transport during Boer War.  

1888-1896  - Heaver Estate developed by Alfred Heaver.  

c.1888  - Work begins on Lake and the Keeper’s Hut. 

1890  - A golf course was created between Tooting Bec Road and Bedford Hill. 
  
1891 - First parliamentary golf tournament is played on Tooting Bec Common. 

1892   - A plan for a riding track around the Common is approved by LCC.  

- Golf Club is relocated to new site at Furzedown. 

1895  - Lake and keeper’s hut finished. 

1897   - Bedford Hill House demolished during development of the Heaver Estate. 

- Tooting Home for the Aged and Infirm opens on Church Lane. 

1898  -  London County Council relocate fossilised tree adjacent to the Lake.  
 
1899-1902 - Troops camped at Tooting Common before transport to Boer War.  

1900   - LCC build the ‘dog pond’.  

1901  - Alfred Heaver who built the Heaver Estate is murdered by his brother in law. 

1904  - The attempted murder, known as the ‘Tooting Common Outrage’ takes place on the 
Common. 

1905/6   - LCC erect the café or ‘kiosk’ on the Common.  

1906   - Tooting Bec Lido opens. 

1911   - Thomas Hardy publishes ‘Beyond the Last Lamp (Near Tooting Common)’. 
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1914-18  - Tooting Home for the Aged and Infirm serves as military hospital. 

1915  - The Common is used as a military recruiting station. 

1916  - Allotments established on the Furzedown Estate. 

1919   - Peace Gala for children is held on Tooting Bec Common. 

1921   - Furzedown Cultivation Society (FCS) evicted from Furzedown Estate allotments 

1930s - The Woodfield Pavilion and recreation ground are constructed.  

- Golf course closes  

1930   - Tooting Home for the Aged and Infirm is taken over by LCC. 

1931   - Tooting Home for the Aged and Infirm reopens as St. Benedict’s Hospital. 

- Mixed bathing introduced at the Lido.  

1935  - Woodfield House was demolished to the east of the Common.  

1936     - Café and new cubicles built at the Lido.  

- Work begins on LCC Sports Ground. 

1938  - Trench air raid shelters are constructed on Tooting Common. 

  - Drinking fountain erected in memory of Joseph James Jones. 

1939   - Anti-aircraft guns and barrage balloons installed on the Common.  

1940  - The Streatham Home Guard participates for the first time in a battalion inspection on 
the Commons. 

1941 - Furzedown College is evacuated to Cardiff. 

1944 - On 11
th
 July a flying bomb strikes the allotments in H67 district on the Common. 

1945  - Winston Churchill visits the Common on his campaign trail for the 1945 General 
Election. 

c.1947 - Temporary bandstand erected near the tennis courts and prefabs. 

c. 1948 - Lager 125 Prisoner of War camp closes at Newlands House. 

1968 - ‘Dr Johnson’s summer house’ from Thrale House is restored and relocated to 
Kenwood House, North London 

1971 - London Borough of Wandsworth administer both commons following transfer from 
the Greater London Council (GLC). 

1981  - St. Benedict’s Hospital closes. 
 
 
1987: The Great Storm caused the loss of a large number of trees within the Common.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During this time the athletics track was also built and the drinking fountain erected.  
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Secondary reading (general) 

The following sources provide a good overview of the subject of Commons in 

general. Most can be obtained online, at the British Library, London Metropolitan 

Archives, or Senate House library. 

Aitchison, J.W., ‘Public Access, Commons and Village Greens’, Area 19:1 (1987),  
19-23.  

Allen, R., ‘The Battle for the Common: Politics and Populism in Mid-Victorian Kentish     
 London’, Social History 22:1 (1997), 61-77.  

Birtles, S., ‘Common land, poor relief and enclosure: The use of manorial resources

 in fulfilling parish obligations 1601 – 1834’, Past and Present (1999), 74-106. 

Bowden, M., Brown, G., and Smith, S., An Archaeology of Town Commons in 

 England: ‘a very fair field indeed’ (Swindon, 2009). 

Clayden, P., Our Common Land: the law and history of commons and village greens

 (Henley-on-Thames, 1985). New editions are available. 

Denman, D.R., Roberts, R.A., and Smith, H.J.F., Commons and Village Greens 

 (London, 1967). 

Everitt, A., ‘Common Land’ in Thirsk, J. (ed.), The English Rural Landscape (Oxford,

 2000), 210-35.  

Eversley, Lord., Commons, Forests and Footpaths: the story of the battle during the

  last forty-five years for public rights over commons, forests and footpaths of

 England and Wales (London, 1910). 

Fairlie, S., ‘A Short History of Enclosure in Britain’, The Land 7 (2009). 
 http://www.thelandmagazine.org.uk/articles/short-history-enclosure-britain 

Gadsden, G. D., The Law of Commons, (London, 1988). 

Hardin, G., ‘The Tragedy of the Commons’, Science 162 (1968), 1243–1248.  
 
Healey, J., ‘The political culture of the English commons, c1550-1650′, Agricultural
 History Review 60:2 (2012) 266-87. 
 

http://www.thelandmagazine.org.uk/articles/short-history-enclosure-britain
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Hoskins, W.G. and Stamp, L.D., The Common Lands of England and Wales 

 (London, 1963). 

Hunter, R., ‘The Movement for the Inclosure and Preservation of Open Lands’, 

 Journal of the Royal Statistical Society 60:2 (1897), 360-431. 

Jacoby, E.H., Man and Land: the fundamental issue in development (London, 1971). 

Kerridge, E., The Common Fields of England (Manchester, 1992). 

Maidlow, J.M. (ed.), Six Essays on Commons Preservation: written in competition for 
 prizes offered by Henry W Peek (London, 1867). 

McCarthy, J., ‘Commons’ in Castree, N., Demeritt, D., Liverman, D. et al., (eds) A 
 Companion to Environmental Geography (Chichester, 2009), pp. 498-514.  

McCay, B. and Acheson, J.M., The Question of the Commons: The Culture and 
  Ecology of Communal Resources (Arizona Studies in Human Ecology 
 (Tucson, 1987). 

Neeson, J.M., Commoners: Common right, enclosure and social change in England,
 1700-1820 (Cambridge, 1993). 

Rodgers, C.P. Straughton, E.A., Winchester, A.J.L. et al., Contested Common Land:

 Environmental governance, past and present (London, 2010). 

Short, C. and Winter, M., ‘The problem of common land: towards stakeholder 

 governance’, Journal of Environmental Planning and Management 42:5 

 (1999), 613-30. 

Stevenson, G.C., Common Property Economics: a general theory and land use 

 applications (Cambridge, 1991). 

Thomas, K., Man and the Natural World: Changing Attitudes in England 1500-1800 

 (London, 1983). 

Thomas, R.J.C., Twentieth Century Military Recording Project: Prisoner of War  
Camps (1939 – 1948) (Swindon, 2003). 

 
Turner, M., English Parliamentary Enclosure: its historical geography and economic 
 history (Folkestone, 1980).  

 

Secondary Reading (specific) 

Brown, J. W. (ed.), Sexby’s History of Tooting Common [1905], Local History 

 Reprints (London, 1989). (J.J. Sexby was the London County Council 

 Superintendent of Parks). 
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Chubb, L.W., ‘The Common Lands of London: The Story of their Preservation’, 

 Journal of the Royal Society of Arts 64 (1916), 186-199. 

Gibbon, G. and Bell, R. W., History of the London County Council 1889 – 1939  
(London, 1939). 
 

Gower, G., ‘The place-name “Totterdown” and the early history of Tooting’,  
Wandsworth Historian 65 (1992), 1-6. 

________., Streatham Heritage Trail: The Tooting Commons (London, 2001). 

Hughes, A., ‘The manor of Tooting Bec and its reputed priory’, Surrey Archaeological  
Collections 59 (1962), 1–14. 

Lambert, D. and Williams, S., Commons, Heaths and Greens in Greater London: a
 short report for English Heritage (London, 2005). Available at:  
 http://research.historicengland.org.uk/redirect.aspx?id=6240 

Loobey, P., Balham and Tooting (Archive Photographs: Images of England) (Stroud,
 2001). 

MOLA, Tooting Common Heritage Project: Archaeological desk-based assessment  
(London, 2015). 

Morden, W.E., The History of Tooting-Graveney, Surrey (London, 1897).  
 One of the earliest histories of the area taking in Tooting Graveney Common. 

Overton, E., A Guide to the Manorial History of Tooting Graveney and the King’s 

 Champion (London, 1995). 

________., A Guide to the Medieval Manor (London, 1994). 

Owen, D., The Government of Victorian London 1855 – 1889: The Metropolitan  
Board of Words, the Vestries, and the City Corporation (Cambridge, Mass., 
1982). 

 
Saunders, A. and Woolven, R. (eds), London County Council Bomb Damage Maps  

1939-45 (London, 2005). 
 
Shore, T.W., The Archaeological Remains and Early Historical Associations of 
 Streatham, Tooting and Balham (London, 1903). 
 
Smith, J., Tooting Bec Lido (London, 1996). 

Thomas, A.J., Diamond Jubilee 1986: A brief history of St. Paul, Furzedown  
(London, 1986). 

 
WBC, Tooting Common Management Plan (1989 – 90). 
 
_____, Heaver Estate Conservation Area Appraisal & Management Strategy (2010). 
 

http://research.historicengland.org.uk/redirect.aspx?id=6240
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Websites 

Archaeology Data Service. 
http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk 
 
Association of Commons Registration Authorities.  
http://www.acraew.org.uk/  
 

British History Online (includes the Survey of London) 
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/catalogue 
 

Common Land in England database.  
http://common-land.com/ 
 

Digital Library of the Commons. (This resource takes an international perspective). 
http://dlc.dlib.indiana.edu/dlc/ 
 
 

Enclosing the Land. 
http://www.parliament.uk/about/living-
heritage/transformingsociety/towncountry/landscape/overview/enclosingland/ 
 

 
Foundation for Common Land. 
http://www.foundationforcommonland.org.uk/about-commons 
 

Government guidance on common land and its use. 
https://www.gov.uk/common-land-village-greens 
 

International Association for the study of the commons. (This resource takes an 
international perspective).  
http://www.iasc-commons.org/  
 
 

London Parks and Gardens Trust. 
http://www.londongardenstrust.org/ and www.londongardensonline.org.uk 
 
 

Natural England guidance on contemporary management of Commons. 
https://www.gov.uk/managing-common-land 
 

Open Spaces Society (previously Commons Preservation Society). 

http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/
http://www.acraew.org.uk/
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/catalogue
http://common-land.com/
http://dlc.dlib.indiana.edu/dlc/
http://www.parliament.uk/about/living-heritage/transformingsociety/towncountry/landscape/overview/enclosingland/
http://www.parliament.uk/about/living-heritage/transformingsociety/towncountry/landscape/overview/enclosingland/
http://www.foundationforcommonland.org.uk/about-commons
https://www.gov.uk/common-land-village-greens
http://www.iasc-commons.org/
http://www.londongardenstrust.org/
http://www.londongardensonline.org.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/managing-common-land
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http://www.oss.org.uk 
 

South London Swimming Club (Tooting Bec Lido) 
http://www.slsc.org.uk/membership/volunteer/ 
 

The Streatham Society. 
http://www.streathamsociety.org.uk/ 
 

Tooting History Group. 
http://www.tootinglife.com/events/d/63284/the-tooting-history-group/ 
 

Wandsworth History Group. 
http://www.wandsworthhistory.org.uk/ 
 

The Woodfield Pavilion Project. 
http://thewoodfieldproject.org.uk/ 
 

Key archives and collections 

Imperial War Museum, London 
IWM London 
Lambeth Road 
London SE1 6HZ 
www.iwm.org.uk 

 
John Brown Collection 
Private archive in South London. 
By appointment only.  
Pease contact Graham Gower of the Streatham Society. 
http://www.streathamsociety.org.uk/ 

 
Lambeth Archives 
Minet Library 
52 Knatchbull Road 
London 
SE5 9QY 
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/places/lambeth-archives 

 
London Metropolitan Archives 
40 Northampton Road 
Clerkenwell 
London 
EC1R 0HB 
www.lma.gov.uk 

 
Museum of London 
150 London Wall 

http://www.oss.org.uk/
http://www.slsc.org.uk/membership/volunteer/
http://www.streathamsociety.org.uk/
http://www.tootinglife.com/events/d/63284/the-tooting-history-group/
http://www.wandsworthhistory.org.uk/
http://thewoodfieldproject.org.uk/
http://www.iwm.org.uk/
http://www.streathamsociety.org.uk/
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/places/lambeth-archives
http://www.lma.gov.uk/
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London 
EC2Y 5HN 
http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/london-wall/ 

 
National Archives 
Kew,  
Richmond  
Surrey  
TW9 4DU  
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ 
 

Historic England 
(Nigel Temple Postcards Collection and Aerial Photographs) 
The Engine House 
Fire Fly Avenue 
Swindon 
SN2 2EH 
https://www.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/archive 

 
Wandsworth Heritage Service  
Battersea Library,  
265 Lavender Hill 
London 
SW11 1JB 
http://www.wandsworth.gov.uk/directory_record/591/battersea_library 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/london-wall/
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/
https://www.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/archive
http://www.wandsworth.gov.uk/directory_record/591/battersea_library
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Glossary 

Common in the soil  The right to dig sand, gravel, stone or minerals from the 

common. 

Common pasture  The right to graze livestock on the common land. This 

may refer to cattle, but may also extend to sheep, goats, 

and even geese. 

Common rights  General terms applied to the broad range of rights 

granted to commoners. 

Common waste  Early description of manorial land considered to be of too 

poor a quality for arable farming and so made over for 

common use.  

Enclosure  Process by which formerly open fields or common lands 

were ‘enclosed’ or privatised in order to create larger, 

more profitable pieces of land. Commoners were 

compensate to varying degree. Between 1604 and 1914, 

over 5,200 Enclosure Acts were passed. 

Estovers (Right of)  The right to take ‘underwood’, that is small branches, 

bracken, furze etc. for fuel or for repairing buildings or 

fences or for providing litter for animals.  

Furze  Archaic spelling of firs, but also more broadly applied to 

bracken and other shrubbery. 

Inclosure  Archaic spelling of enclosure used up until the twentieth 

century. 

Lido A public, open-air swimming pool. Particularly popular 

during the 1930s and currently experiencing a 

renaissance, supported in part by Historic England and 

the Heritage Lottery Fund.  
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Pannage (Right of)  The right to allow your pigs to graze for acorns on the 

common land. 

Piscary (Right of)   The right to fish in lakes, ponds, or streams. 
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Part 3: Using Sources 

1. Introduction to Sources 

2. Primary Sources 

3. Developing the archive 

Introduction to Sources 

The kinds of sources you will want to consult will depend upon both the period you 

are researching, and the subject within that period. It will also depend heavily on the 

nature of the historical record. For example, many libraries and archives suffered 

from bomb damage during the Second World War, or have suffered similar losses 

through fire, flood, and theft. The archive can also be heavily skewed by the 

collecting policies and personal interests of previous custodians. For example, 

Cambridge University Library did not initially accept novels, meaning that it did not 

purchase the works of Jane Austen or Charles Dickens at the time of publication. 

Responding to the archive and accepting its limitations is an inescapable reality for 

historians.  

Sources are categorised as either ‘Primary’ or ‘Secondary’. Primary sources are 

those which originate from the period you are studying, while secondary sources are 

those written or compiled after the event. The fact that a source is old, does not 

necessarily mean it is primary; whether or not it is a primary source will depend on 

how you use it. For example, a nineteenth-century history of Elizabeth I would still be 

a secondary source as it was not produced during the reign of Elizabeth I, not by 

someone who witnessed her reign. 

An awareness of the motivations of an author is crucial to using both primary and 

secondary sources as every author has their own perspective and motivations. 

However, this does not mean that a highly subjective source is of no use. Instead, by 

knowing what the author intended us to believe, we get an additional insight into their 

experience and perspectives. Acquiring this level of understanding of a source can 

require some additional research into the author, but it can prove extremely valuable. 
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The University of Cambridge provides a free online introduction to using historical 

sources: 

http://www.hist.cam.ac.uk/prospective-undergrads/virtual-classroom/primary-sources 

Similarly, the University of Leicester provides a guide to different forms of primary 

evidence. 

http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/history/outreach/besh/interpreting 

Primary Sources  

   

Consulting primary sources is a crucial component of any historical research. It 

enables you to look beyond other historians’ interpretations and so presents 

opportunities for new discoveries and perspectives. 

The type of primary source you consult will differ greatly depending on the period 

you’re researching. Broadly speaking, they are divided into two main categories: 

printed and manuscript. Early sources from the medieval period will be exclusively 

manuscript source as the printing press had not yet been invented. However, you will 

also find a large number of modern sources are hand written. Council committee 

minutes were transcribed by hand well into the twentieth century and personal 

correspondence, diaries, and account books, were all hand written. There may be 

some restrictions on access to some very delicate manuscript sources, but most of 

the archives listed here do allow public access. Increasingly, primary sources are 

being digitised, which means that websites such as the British Library and the image 

collection of London Metropolitan Archives (Collage) are searchable and viewable 

online. The London Metropolitan Archives holds the bulk of primary sources 

pertaining to Tooting Commons. Many of these are within the old Metropolitan Board 

of Works (est. 1855), LCC (London County Council 1889-1965), and GLC (Greater 

London Council 1965-1986): 

http://search.lma.gov.uk/scripts/mwimain.dll/144/LMA?LOGONFORM 

http://www.hist.cam.ac.uk/prospective-undergrads/virtual-classroom/primary-sources
http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/history/outreach/besh/interpreting
http://search.lma.gov.uk/scripts/mwimain.dll/144/LMA?LOGONFORM
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Records pertaining to individual businesses or people may be found in the National 

Archives at Kew. Search in advance at: http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ You 

can also locate and search an array of local archives via the National Archives 

website: http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/find-an-archive 

The kinds of primary sources you may encounter include: 

Written Primary Sources 

 Letters 
Official letters and letter written by famous personages are often published in 
printed volumes. These can be useful, but beware, as they have been through 
an editorial process and so the selection you read may reflect the subjective 
views of the editor or publisher. 
 

 Common Land Registers 
Since the Commons Registration Act of 1965, all commons have been 
registered centrally by the end of July, 1970. Each county council has a 
Commons Registration Officer who holds the register. Tooting Commons no 
longer have any common rights associated with them and both are held by 
Wandsworth Borough Council. However, you may want to consult the 
registers if you are conducting some comparative work with other commons. If 
so, you can find the contact details of the registration office for every common 
at: http://www.acraew.org.uk/commons-registration-authorities-contact-details 
The register lists both land ownership (Land section) and registered common 
rights (Rights section). The register also provides details of any challenges to 
the claims and the outcome of those disputes. Further details of those 
disputes and the Commons Commissioners’ decisions can be viewed online 
at: http://www.acraew.org.uk/commissioners-decisions. You can view these 
by county. 
  

 Parliamentary Acts 
Copies of locally-relevant Acts of parliament may be found in local archives. 
However, the government has made electronic entries for many significant 
pieces of legislation, even when they are historic. Search: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk for specific acts.  
 

 Diaries (sometimes listed as journals) 
These may have been written intentionally for public readership (e.g. James 
Boswell’s diaries, or those initially intended to remain private). Manuscript 
diaries are held in a range of archives. The more famous the person, the more 
valuable the archive and therefore access may be restricted. However, such 
diaries are also the ones most likely to be available in print. 

 

 

 

http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/
http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/find-an-archive
http://www.acraew.org.uk/commons-registration-authorities-contact-details
http://www.acraew.org.uk/commissioners-decisions
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
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 Manorial Records and records of Courts Leet. 
These are the records of the bodies who established the laws pertaining to 
manorial land and exercised justice over those who broke the laws. Their use 
peaked between 1550 and 1750 and they had no active role by the middle of 
the nineteenth century. Search for any such records on the Manorial 
Documents Register and read additional guidance at: 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-
guides/manorial-documents-lordships-how-to-use-manorial-document-
register/ 
 

Visual Primary Sources 

Visual sources can be some of the hardest to track down and use. They also 

present challenges in term of recording and photographing them. A lot of 

archives will now request a daily photography fee if they permit you to take 

your own photographs. If not, you will need to pay for them to provide an 

image for you. This can be very expensive. It is advisable to use electronic 

collections initially, to get a sense of the kind of imagery available and how 

common particular images are. 

     Tooting Common, c.1910 (postcard). 

  
IMAGE RIGHTS – if you do obtain a right to take an image, you do not have 
the right to reproduce it. This must be obtained and paid for separately. If an 
image is used in The Common Story project, we will cover the cost. However, 
this must be agreed in advance with the project team (see ‘permissions’ 
below). 
 

 Works of art 
Works of art, such as watercolours, engravings, or oil paintings, may be held 
in an array of locations. Local archives often hold small works and works on 
paper. Equally, a lot of engravings produced between the 17th and 20th 
centuries were made as illustrations for books and newspapers and so you 
may find them within their original publications. However, large oil paintings 
are more likely to be held in museums and art galleries. The ‘Collage’ 
database, now held by the London Metropolitan Archive, is a good place to 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/manorial-documents-lordships-how-to-use-manorial-document-register/
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/manorial-documents-lordships-how-to-use-manorial-document-register/
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/manorial-documents-lordships-how-to-use-manorial-document-register/
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start. You can search much of the collection online: 
http://collage.cityoflondon.gov.uk/collage/app?service=page/Search 
 

 Maps and plans 
As with works of art, maps and plans were often produced to illustrate 
publications and so it is worth checking directories, guidebooks, and early 
gazetteers for historic maps. Maps were also produced for the Commons 
Registers and are held with those archives. Ordnance Survey six-inch maps 
were produced from the middle of the nineteenth century. First editions can be 
viewed at: www.british-history.ac.uk Hard copy reproductions of historical OS 
maps are published by Alan Godfrey Maps. Plans of specific buildings may 
also be found distributed between every other form of archive, from manorial 
records to land registers. Plans identifying war-time installations are to be 
found in both local archives and national collections, such as the IWM. 
 

 Photographs 
This evidence base is, obviously, restricted to the modern period. However, 
landscapes were among the most popular early subjects for photographers 
and so this can be a useful source for historians. There are some historical 
photograph collections within local archives and they are sometimes 
combined with ‘works on paper’ or ‘small prints’. In addition, there are some 
national collections, including a comprehensive collection of aerial 
photography held by Historic England. A selection is available to search 
online at: http://www.britainfromabove.org.uk Not all photography comes in 
the form you might expect. Early photographs may be metal or glass plates or 
magic lantern slides. Obtaining images from these early technologies can be 
difficult. The rest of the collection can be viewed at Historic England’s 
archives in Swindon. The potential for crowdsources means than new 
archives of photography are being made available all the time. 
www.historypin.com allows you to search by area, as well as upload your own 
photographs.  
   

 Material culture (ceramics, textiles, glass, plastic) 
As with paintings, objects of material culture are more commonly held in 
museums and art galleries. Wandsworth Museum has recently moved to 
Battersea Arts Centre, but is not currently accessible. The Museum of London 
holds a large quantity of archaeological finds. You can search online, but may 
also want to contact the Museum directly if you have a specific query. 
http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/collections-research 
 

 Prospectuses for companies and sales 
These are most usually found in local archives or the National Archives. 
Search by location or company name. 
 

 Newspapers 
In recent years, a large number of historical newspaper collections have been 
made available online. However, you will usually need to pay for access. If 
you are a member of the British Library, you can search and view their 
collection of British Newspapers 1600-1950 for free in the reading rooms. The 
database allows you to search by keyword, date, and publication title. 
 

http://collage.cityoflondon.gov.uk/collage/app?service=page/Search
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/
http://www.britainfromabove.org.uk/
http://www.historypin.com/
http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/collections-research
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 Guidebook, gazetteers, and directories 

These sources provide insight into the residents, businesses, and topography 
of an area. Gazetteers were the earliest form and are organised by location. 
Directories became increasingly common throughout the eighteenth century, 
alongside guidebooks. In the nineteenth century, the expansion of the 
railways led to an explosion in the number and range of guidebooks 
produced. Early examples can be viewed at the British Library, Senate House, 
or London Metropolitan Archives. Membership of any substantial academic 
library, such as Senate House, will also enable you to search digital 
collections such as EEBO (Early English Books Online) and ECCO 
(Eighteenth-Century Books Online).  
 

 Films (Professional and amateur) 
Films are often held in specialist archives, such as the British Film Institute 
(BFI). However, an increasing number are now available online, either via 
collections’ standard catalogues, on www.historypin.com or  
www.youtube.com. Historical archives of local news reports can be a 
productive source for very recent history (c.1970s onwards). 
 

 Account Books 
These are held variously within business archives (at the National Archives for 
defunct businesses and private company archives for businesses still trading). 
Accounts for local authorities are held in local archives, but may sometimes 
be filed with Committee Minutes.  
  

 Committee Minutes 
Held in local archives. As well as the main Committees (such as parks and 
gardens), search for sub-committees who were sometimes responsible for 
specific areas, sites, or types of service. Note than not all local authorities 
used the same titles for their committees. It is worth searching for single key 
terms, such as ‘commons’, ‘parks’ rather than phrases. 
 

 Printed Ephemera (Bills of Trade, Trade Cards, Postcards). 
Many local archives will hold a range of this material, usually scattered 
throughout their collection. The John Johnson Collection at the Bodleian 
Library, University of Oxford, holds a large collection of ephemera and is 
searchable online: http://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ Historic England holds the 
Nigel Temple collection of historic postcards (formerly at the National 
Archives): http://viewfinder.historicengland.org.uk/intro.aspx The majority of 
picture postcards date form no earlier than the 1880s and the most popular 
period for their production was between 1890 and 1930. The cost of 
reproducing such material can be high. However, online auction sites, such as 
www.ebay.co.uk often sell historic postcards and ephemera for far less than 
the reprographic costs of museums and libraries. 

 

 

 

http://www.historypin.com/
http://www.youtube.com/
http://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/
http://viewfinder.historicengland.org.uk/intro.aspx
http://www.ebay.co.uk/
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The following selection of printed primary sources are available in London 
collections, including the British Library and Senate House library. You can also view 
some online via googlebooks. They provide a good sense of the historical debates 
affecting Commons. 

Anon., A Glance at the commons & open spaces near London (London, 1867).  

Anon. The Law of Commons and Commoners or a Treatise shewing the Original and
 Nature of Common, 2nd edition (London, 1720). 

Daily Chronicle, New London: her parliament and its work (London, 1895).   
 
Hill, O., Our Common Land and other short essays (London, 1877). 
 
Isham, R. (under pseudonym of Terrigenous), Land Common Property Now and 
 Forever (London, 1882). 
 
Lysons, D., The Environs of London, being an historical account of the towns,  

villages and hamlets within twelve miles of the capital (London, 1792).  
 
Maidlow, J.M., (ed.) Six Essays on Commons Preservation: written in competition for  

prizes offered by Henry W Peek (London, 1867). 
 
Roberts, J., The true interest of the land-owners of Great Britain: or, the husband-

 men’s essay. Containing a short view of the principal impediments to including 

 many of our common fields (London, 1734).  

Stone, T., Suggestions for rendering the inclosure of common fields and waste lands  

a source of population and riches (London, 1787). 

Winstanley, G., Barker, J., and Star, T., An Appeal to the House of Commons, 

 desiring their answer: whether the common people shall have the quiet 

 enjoyment of the Commons and Waste Land; or Whether they shall be under 

 the will of the Lords of the Mannors [sic] Still. (1649a).  

Winstanley, G., A Declaration from the Poor oppressed People of England, Directed
 to all that call themselves, or are called Lords of Manors, through this Nation; 
 That have begun to cut, or that through fear and covetousness, do intend to 
 cut down the Woods and Trees that grow upon he Commons and Waste Land 
 (1649b).   
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Developing the Archive 

One of the challenges facing historians of local or regional subjects, is that the 

archive has not always been well protected, nor even recognised as being of 

considerable significance. Theft of material has plagued local collections and, due to 

budget constraints, losses are often not replaced. However, today there is a range of 

ways in which we can expand and develop the historical record ourselves. 

Recollection and testimony 

Collecting people’s memories and recollections about the Common is a valuable way 

in which you can contribute to the historical record. Although the recent past may 

seem unremarkable to us, it will be of great interest to future generations. Equally, if 

you know of someone who has lived in the area for a long time, they may be able to 

answer specific questions about changes that have taken place during their lifetime. 

Recording such testimony can be both a fascinating and rewarding process. There is 

a lot of guidance available about how to design and record oral histories. The 

University of Leicester has online guidance for the collection and application of oral 

testimony: http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/history/outreach/besh/oral 

Images and ephemera 

Understandably, many people do not want to give away their historic photographs, 

many of which may have sentimental value. However, scanning technology enables 

us to capture that image for an archive, while leaving the original in the possession 

of the owner. Building up the visual archive is one of the most valuable contributions 

we can make to the current historical project, and to future generations of 

researchers. The Common Story is developing a visual database and we encourage 

you to contribute. Snap shots of you and your family enjoying the Commons in the 

1970s may seem to you unworthy of a historical archive, but this is the historical 

record for the future. If you have any such material, or if you encounter any in the 

course of your research, please do contact the project team. You can scan the 

images and email them or we arrange for someone to scan them for you. There are 

specifications for scanning and minimum DPI standards apply and if you have 

obtained an image from a different source, you will need to obtain permissions (see 

Part 4). 

 

 

 

 

http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/history/outreach/besh/oral
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Part 4: Submitting Findings 

1. Referencing 

2. Permissions 

3. Submitting material 

 

Referencing 

In order to ensure that your research can be used by the project, we will need all the 

relevant bibliographical and archive information. This means that there is a full 

record of your research and any future reader or researcher can trace your research 

back to the original source. This may seem frustrating and tedious, but without this 

information, your findings cannot be used by The Common Story project and so it is 

worth spending the time in the first instance. To this end, record the following 

information when you take notes, create copies, or transcribe a source: 

Collection (e.g. London Metropolitan Archives, National Archives, etc.) 

Sub-Collection (e.g. ‘small prints and photographs’, ‘Parks Department Committee 

minutes’. 

Accession number or classmark. Collections have their own systems. If there are 

two numbers, provide both as one system may have replaces another. If you’re 

working from a multi-volume work, please provide the volume number or date if from 

a book of minutes etc. 

Author. Provide the full name, including first name if given. If it produced by a body, 

like a City Council, give that as the author – but do check carefully in the prelims as 

there is often an editor or author even if they are not named on the cover. 
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Title(s). If it is not published, then the title given to the source by the archive should 

suffice.  If there is more than one title (e.g. an article within a journal/ newspaper or a 

chapter within a book) provide both and ensure it is clear which is which. The title of 

the book or newspaper should appear in italics and the chapter or article in inverted 

commas. E.g.  ‘K. Layton-Jones, ‘The history of parks’, Context Magazine, volume 5, 

2005, pp. 45-79.  

Publisher. (If there is one). For primary sources such as letters etc. there will not be 

one. 

Place of publication This is found in the prelims of a book. This is not the place of 

printing. Rather, it is the address of the publisher and should be a town or city rather 

than the county. 

Date. This is easy when something is published. If it is an unpublished source 

provide whatever date or approximate date the archive has attributed to it. If it is 

uncertain, be careful to write circa (c.). 

Page references. For every quotation or reference, provide the page number. 

Without it, the material cannot be used unless someone goes back and locates the 

page number. If it is an image on a plate in a book (i.e. it does not have a page 

number), provide the plate number or write ‘opposite p..’ instead. 

Formatting 

In terms of formatting, do what makes sense given the sources and the material you 

are submitting. One effective method would be to use these terms as headings as 

follows: 

Collection  

Sub-Collection  

Accession number or classmark  

Author.  

Title(s) 

Publisher  

Place of publication  

Date 

Page references 
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Permissions 

There are various levels of permissions required for the reproduction and use of 

historical materials. In many local archives (including Lambeth Archives) you will 

need to obtain permission to photograph material for your own research purposes. A 

small fee is usually payable. However, having the right to photograph material does 

not give you the right to use that photograph in a publication or website. The right to 

reproduce an image from a collection requires additional permission and may incur 

additional costs. Please contact the project team for advice and be careful not to 

publish any material in the project’s name without permission.  

The exception to this rule is if you own the object or image yourself. If the item is 

over 100 years old, you normally own the copyright although there are a few 

exceptions. For example, if you have a photograph of your grandfather taken in 1982 

by a professional studio photographer, you would need to obtain the photographer’s 

permission to reproduce it. However, if the photograph is over 100 years old, or if 

you took the photograph yourself, you own the copyright and so can reproduce it as 

much as you wish. If in doubt, check with the project team. In reality, most archives 

and individuals are keen for their material to be used, but it’s always important to 

check. 

 

Submitting material 

Ideally, please email your research findings in a Word Document to:  

TCHP@wandsworth.gov.uk 

If you do not have access to a computer, you can post a hard copy* to:  

Tooting Common Heritage Project, Parks Development, Battersea Park, London, 

SW11 4NJ  

* If your notes are handwritten, please photocopy prior to posting. 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:TCHP@wandsworth.gov.uk
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Appendix  

Note on terminology 

Up until the late 1860s, the area that we now think of collectively as Tooting 

Common comprised two distinct land parcels, each under the control of a different 

Lord of the Manor; these were known respectively as Tooting Bec Common and 

Tooting Graveney Common. To compound the confusion, Tooting Bec Common was 

also frequently referred to as ‘Streatham Common’ up until the end of the nineteenth 

century.  No physical barrier between the two pieces of land was ever instated, but 

the two commons were managed separately and their evolution was informed by 

sometimes quite disparate motives. The historical division of the Common has a 

number of implications for the historian. Firstly, it is inaccurate and sometimes 

actively misleading to refer to ‘Tooting Common’ in the singular when discussing any 

period before 1875. For example, the importance of parish boundaries in the 

distribution of poor relief during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries led to 

two poor houses being built on or near the Common, each serving a different 

neighbourhood, but easily confused if the distinct identities of Tooting Bec and 

Tooting Graveney are not acknowledged. The second implication for the historian is 

the impact that the division has upon the distribution of historical evidence across 

various archives. While records inherited and created by the Metropolitan Board of 

Works and its successor, the London County Council, are usually to be found in the 

London Metropolitan Archive, records pertaining to one of the two Commons 

exclusively can be found in a diverse range of collections, particularly parish records 

and deeds relating to housing early developments. Although visitors to the area often 

referred to ‘Tooting Common’ prior to 1875, in order to ensure absolutely clarity, the 

term ‘Tooting Common’ should be used only when discussing the period post-1875. 

For the period prior to that date, the Commons should ideally be named individually, 

or, if the point in question pertains to both Tooting Bec Common AND Tooting 

Graveney Common, the term ‘Tooting Commons’ should be employed.  



 

Image deposit and permissions form 

Please provide your name and address so that we have a record of the origin of 

these images. 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

Tooting Common Heritage Project is a not-for-profit project funded by the Heritage 

Lottery Fund. The aim is to improve our understanding of the Common, its history 

and ecology and to secure its future for generations. As part of that project, we are 

collating images of the Common throughout history. We are extremely grateful for 

your support in letting us scan your images for this important historical resource.  

List of the images. Is images are provided in electronic format, already scanned, 

please provide their file names/numbers: 

Brief description Date of original image File name/number 

 
 
 

  

 
 
 

  

 
 
 

  

 
 
 

  

 
 
 

  

 
 
 

  

 
 
 

  



 

The images themselves will help us to improve our knowledge of the Common. As 

the project progresses, we hope to produce publications, leaflets, and heritage trails 

to improve public awareness of Tooting Common and its history. We may want to 

use some images from our database to illustrate such material. Please sign and date 

here if you are happy for us to use the scans of your images for this purpose (they 

will not be used for commercial use). 

     

         date 

We are also looking into developing an online exhibition and educational resource, 

potentially using existing sites like ‘Historypin’ to broaden awareness of the common. 

Images on such a site would only be 72 dpi (very low resolution) and so would not be 

of a printable quality. If you are happy for us to use the scans of your images for that 

purpose, please sign below. 

 

         date 

If you would like to be contacted personally before we use any of the scans taken 

from your images, please print your contact details here: 

  

 

 

If you have any questions about the project, please contact: 

Tooting Common Heritage Project 

Parks Development, Battersea Park, London, SW11 4NJ 

0208 871 6995 

TCHP@wandsworth.gov.uk 

Thank you for supporting the Tooting Common Heritage Project

mailto:TCHP@wandsworth.gov.uk


 

 

Oral testimony deposit and permissions form 

To the interviewee 

Tooting Common Heritage Project is a not-for-profit project funded by the Heritage 

Lottery Fund. The aim is to improve our understanding of Tooting Common, its 

history and ecology and to secure their future for generations. As part of that project, 

we are collating oral testimony relating to the Common throughout history. We are 

extremely grateful for your support in letting us collect your recollections for this 

important historical resource.  

Your recorded interview will become part of the ‘Commons Story’ collection cared for 
Wandsworth Borough Council, where it will be preserved for use in research, 
publication, education, lectures, broadcasting and the internet. The purpose of this 
Agreement is to ensure that your contribution is added to the archive in strict 
accordance with your wishes.  
 
This Agreement is made between The Tooting Common Heritage, Wandsworth 

Council, Battersea Park, London, SW11 4NJ  (“the project”) and you (“the 

Interviewee”, “I”):  

Your name:…….……………………………………..……………………………………… 
 
Your Date of Birth (optional)……………………………………………………………… 
 
Your address:………………………………………..………………………………………. 
 
in regard to the recorded interview/s which took place on:  
 
Date/s:………………………………………..……………………………………………….  
 
Declaration: I, the Interviewee confirm that I consented to take part in the recording 
and hereby assign to Wandsworth Council all copyright in my contribution for use in 
all and any media. I understand that this will not affect my moral right to be identified 
as the ‘performer’ in accordance with the Copyright, Design and Patents Act 1988.  
If you do not wish to assign your copyright to the project, or you wish to limit public 
access to your contribution for a period of years, please state these conditions here:  
 
 
……………………………………………………..…………………………………………… 



This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with English law 
and the jurisdiction of the English courts.  
Both parties shall, by signing below, indicate acceptance of the Agreement.  
By or on behalf of the Interviewee:  
 
Signed:  
............................................................................................................................  
 
 
Name in block capitals: .....................................................................   Date: …………  
 
 
On behalf of the Tooting Common Heritage Project:  
 
Signed: 
...........................................................................................................................  
 

Name in block capitals: .....................................................................Date: …………… 

To the interviewer:  Please provide a brief summary of the content of the interview. 

Key words, for example, ‘World War One’, ‘1960s’, ‘fairground’ will help. 

Date of interview: 

Summary of content: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

If you have any questions about the project, please contact: 

Tooting Common Heritage Project 

Parks Development, Battersea Park, London, SW11 4NJ 

0208 871 6995 

TCHP@wandsworth.gov.uk 

 

mailto:TCHP@wandsworth.gov.uk

